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SSM - Undersecretariat for Defence Industries

Procurement authority leading the defense industry.

Strategic Priorities
¡Procurement Management
¡Industry and Technology Management
¡International Cooperation
¡Organizational Development
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NEC Concept Definition

Adopted NEC Principles:

¡ Information & decision superiority
¡ Common situational awareness
¡ Agile, adaptable, autonomus, self synchronized commanded units
¡ Distrubited and smaller commanded units
¡ Interoperability at all levels
¡ Effective communication at needed place and time
¡ Resource optimization

“NEC is the capability dominated by the supremacy of 
information that increases the communication power and 
country security through a network”
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Network Enabled Capability (NEC) had been the basic concept in renewal of the modern armies as 
a consequence of the effects of information age on military scope. The concept itself does not have 
an unique definition; however one of the most common definition is that the NEC is the capability 
dominated by the supremacy of information that increases the communication power and country 
security through a network linking all decision makers to the necessary military and civilian 
information sources such as sensors, weapon systems, intelligence sources and command and 
control systems. 

The main principles can be listed as follows: 

•To connect sensors, intelligent sources, command and control systems, databases and all related
information sources in a network in order to process, associate and explain the collected information
for increased accuracy and superiority
•To provide common situational awareness by making easement of access information

•To provide the transformation of the information superiority into the decision superiority

•To provide autonomous, fast and easy adaptable self-synchroneous sub military units, with
common situational awareness capability, in accordance with the commander’s objection

•To use distributed and smaller military units

•To increase interoperability in all levels

•To provide effective combat power in the right place at the right time by using distributed military
units with increased interoperability
•To increase the usage of common systems and to execute more common operations by the forces
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NEC Studies in the World

¡ Development of the national NEC concept

¡ Constitution and arrangement of the planing process for the 

NEC management and supervision mechanisms

¡ Development of the NEC projects and the technical 

infrastructures 
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Under NEC framework of the principles, the perception of the armed forces of the developed
countries has been changing from platform based to network centric or network enabled. 

The studies related with the NEC can be summarized under three headings in the World. 

1. Development of the national NEC concept

Armed forces and ministries/departments of defence primarily introduced the description of NEC 
concepts, the transform strategies under the frame of NEC, the national strategic goals and the
roadmaps. 

2. Constitution and arrangement of the planing process for the NEC management and supervision
mechanisms

The responsibilities have been given to armed forces and associations related with
ministries/departments of defence for the development in the direction of NEC. 

3. Development of the NEC projects and the technical infrastructures

Programs and projects have been developed in order to form network and information infrastructure
in the direction of the strategic goals. 

The considerable program and project areas are listed below: 
•Development of common data models and exchange data mechanisms in order to supply
interoperability in the tactical area
•Providing interoperable media and Internet model services to the defence users by using Service 
Oriented Architecture (SOA) approach and enterprise middleware software development
•Determination of the common standards for armed forces

•Development of the wired and wireless network capabilities for the armed forces, connect and
integrate the systems and create Internet model services and information sharing media
•Development of flexible, modular and configurable situational awereness softwares

•Arrangements for defence planing and procurement processes in order to support the
transformation to the target network enabled structure
•Development of the future military programs and projects

•Development of unmanned vehicles and use the tactical area command and control systems in an 
integrated way 5



National Motivation

¡ Perform requirement and risk analysis to determine priorities

¡ Prevent repeated investments

¡ Information management

¡ Coordination between organizations

¡ Long-term investment planning

¡ Provide interoperability

¡ To effectively utilize national capabilities
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These are the objectives why we have done the NEC Technical Feasibility of Turkey. As can be 
foreseen, there are excact risks in the process of transformation to NEC. These can only be 
prevented by detailed planning. What we have done by the NEC Feasibility Study of Turkey. Our
motivation in executing this feasibility can be stated as follows: 

Perform requirement and risk analysis to determine priorities

Prevent repeated investments

Information management

Coordination between organizations

Long-term investment planning

Provide interoperability

To effectively utilize national capabilities
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NEC Technical Feasibility Study

Purpose of the study

In order to contiribute to the development of National NEC vision

and concept; 

¡ Determine the goals and the strategic roadmap

¡ Introduce the design principles for future NEC technical

infrastructure

¡ Introduce the evaluation methods and techniques
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Undersecretariat for Defence Industries (SSM) had initiated a feasibility study. NEC Feasibility 
Study Report had been prepared by experts from a Turkish company, STM (Defense Technologies 
Engineering Co.) together with the lecturers and the faculty members from an university, METU 
(Middle East Technical University) with the assistance of Prof. Dr. Erol Gelenbe from Imperial 
College, UK. 

STM is a professional services company delivering consulting services, technical assistance and 
technology-oriented solutions in defense, energy, education, health, transportation and homeland 
security. 

Middle East Technical University is one of Turkey’s most competitive universities. Several 
departments in the engineering faculty have been evaluated by the ABET. 

This group of experts had worked on this report approximately one year. During this one-year study, 
the other studies performed in other countries and the papers published by NATO had been 
reviewed and the lessons learned by the former performers had been overviewed. 
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Scope of NEC Technical Feasibility Study (1)

General Scope of the study

¡ NEC Feasibility Study

¡ NEC Strategic Roadmap

¡ Architectural Design Proposal for National NEC
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NEC Feasibility Study Report includes the national NEC concept, similar NEC feasibility studies, 
sample and imaginary operational scenarios, technical design principles for the national NEC, 
models for the national maturity level, the evaluation method of the compatibility, the strategic 
roadmap of the national NEC, Turkish Armed Forces’ existing NEC infastructure, national industry 
capabilities and the recommendations for the strategic road map.

The draft report had been submitted to General Staff and Turkish Armed Forces to receive the 
opinion of the Buyers. Subsequently, the views delivered by the Buyer had been inserted into the 
report. By the communion, the existing infrastructure from the point of view of NEC of Turkish 
Armed Forces had been mapped. In one part of the study, by the help of a questionnaire, the local 
defense industry’s capabilities and aspects had been analyzed. 
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Scope of NEC Technical Feasibility Study (2)
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Detailled Scope of the Study

¡ NEC concept is introduced. 
¡ Similar NEC feasibility studies are examined. 
¡ Sample operational scenarios are prepared. 
¡ Models for the national maturity level and the evaluation method of the compatibility have
been proposed. 
¡ The technical design principles of the National NEC are introduced. 
¡ The strategic roadmap of the National NEC is proposed. 
¡ Turkish Armed Forces’ existing NEC infastructure is examined. 
¡ National industry capabilities are evaluated.
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To talk about a transformation you have to determine what your current capabilities are. To identify
the current status of the entire defence system of Turkey we proposed a National maturity level 
adaption and evaluation model. In this model we evaluate the the particular systems and the entire
system with respect to their: 

¡ General Specifications  
¡ Transportation media
¡ Service they are designed to provide
¡ Information Assurance  Level

For a particular system to be accepted as NEC-ready or at least to be graded as 
having certain level of maturity it has to be questioned through the flow on this chart: …
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NEC Design Principles

General Principles

¡ Information assurance and information security will be the
primary concern.

¡ Supporting of the collaboration and information sharing as part
of the work processes will be the main goal. 

¡ Architectural design should be flexible to fulfill requirements. 

¡ Architecture should be easily adaptible in case of the
modifications of regulations and processes in the future.
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As one of the main results of the study we have identified the following principles for transition to
NEC: 

•Information assurance and information security will be the primary concern. 

•Supporting of the collaboration and information sharing as part of the work processes will be the
main goal. 

•Architectural design should be flexible to fulfill requirements. 

•Architecture should be easily adaptible in case of the modifications of regulations and processes in 
the future.



Software Architecture Design Principles (1)

Emphasized principles concerned with Software Architecture

¡Compatibility of the authorization and security criterias

¡Direct information access capability of the units, related with the

permission degree of the security and coordination criterias

¡Interoperability between systems

Service Oriented Architecture, Usage of Ontology
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Talking about design principles, we have to emphasize software architecture design principles. As a 
result of the principles listed in this slide (those are …), we can say that Service Oriented
Architecture should be the main approach for NEC. To achieve that goal we have to devise
ontologies and experiment them on some scenarios. 



� Management and monitoring

� Mobility and transportability

� Heteregeneous data transport

� Adaptation & reconstruction

Communication Design Principles
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Following factors taken into consideration in identifying the communication design
principles:

�Turkish Armed Forces current/future inventory and compatibility process to NEC 
enviroment

�Related standards and market trends

�Interoperability requirements with NATO and other civilian bodies

�Turkish Armed Forces’ NEC approach

�Expectations from NEC software architecture

Evaluating these factors we have resulted that

�Management and monitoring is the first concern when we think the security issues

�Mobility and transportability is also very important to prevent redundancies and
costs

�Heteregeneous data transport is another important issue to cope with
interoperability issues before they occur

�Adaptation & reconstruction issue is important to cope with interoperability issues
after they occured.



SWOT Analysis

Strong Sides
• Based on information superiority

• Effective information sharing and management
mechanisms

• Increased command and control speed

• Decision superiority

• Supports investment planning tools

• Provides interoperability

• Provides optimum resource and time usage

•Supports more flexible and agile military structuring

Weak Sides
• NEC concept is still evolving

• NEC infrastructure is complicated and difficult
to establish and maintain

• Brings disinformation risk

Opportunities
• Introduces common vision to all defense
stakeholders

• Increases the reusability of the defense systems

• Increases military effectiveness and efficiency

• Creates mechanisms for a fast application and 
implementation of the newly developed technologies

Threats
• Cyber attack possibility to the network.

• Provided NEC capabilities may not be 
embraced by users

• Resistence to sharing the information

• Dependence to technological infrastructure
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The SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis within the study had 
been performed. 

The strengths have favored the capabilities of the army. NEC bases on information supremacy as 
the power factor and allows effective information sharing and mechanisms for management. It also 
supports the decision making through increasing the speed of command and control that results in 
flexible and mobile military structuring and improves the interoperability. Moreover, it has positive 
effects on saving of resources both monetary and human, since it provides with tools supporting 
investment planning. 

On the other hand, the weaknesses of the NEC had been reported. The concept itself has been in 
development phase yet. Its infrastructure has been complicated and the initiation and maintenance 
of it has been troublesome. It also entertains the risk of information pollution. 

The opportunities have been large in number. In short, NEC provides the stakeholders with a 
common vision for defense. It increases the reusability of the defense systems in the institution-
wide. It creates mechanisms for a fast application and implementation of the newly developed 
technologies in the defense sector. It increases the military effectiveness and efficiency. 

The major thread is the security issue in NEC. There may be cyber attacks to the network. In 
addition to this thread, there may be certain resistance to the idea of sharing information and the 
facilities of NEC may not be preferred by the users. On the other hand, extreme confidence and 
dependency may be another thread. It should be clearly stated that all these indications and 
evidences may not be same but are very similar to the experiences of the other countries. These are 
not unique to Turkey. 
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NEC Strategic Roadmap
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NEC Feasibility Study Report has initiated a strategic road map. The process for developing and 
applying NEC has a logical sequence; however there should be some returns in each and every 
phase. This simply indicates that the process itself is evolutionary. 

The development process of NEC starts with preparation of the National Vision & Concept for NEC 
document. 

The second stage is the reorganization which is followed by the document of National Targets and 
Master Plan. 

The next phase includes the national NEC architecture. 

In the NEC Feasibility Study Report, a separate section is reserved for the principles of the design of 
NEC and the SOA has been promoted. 

Following the establishment of architecture, the model for compatibility should be configured. 

Finally the last phase is the application of the NEC projects and programs. 

The following circle of steps should be followed for the future gained capabilities in the frame of the
evolutionary program expressed in the NEC master plan: 
•The concepts of usage should be developed. 

•Projects and prototypes which attribute technological demonstration should be introduced. 

•The beneficial of the system should be evaluated and the interoperability with the other systems
should be analysed. 
•Acquisition and generalization should be provided after the approvement of the efficiency. 

This evolutionary process should be supported by the high level managers and decision makers. In 
addition, national awareness level should be compensated through the stakeholders. 

To fulfill the above mentioned steps, the strategic objectives had been classified due to the short, 
medium and long terms. It is known that the document of the National Vision & Concept had been 
worked by the General Staff and been discussed by the different forces within the Turkish Armed 
Forces. For the organization phase, the responsibilities should be defined clearly both for the Buyer 
and the Procurement Agency. 
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TOWARDS TO NEC
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In the short term, the objectives should be settled through the capability based planning. The target areas to be 
focused on can be listed as follows: 

• To provide all defense information sources and applications as integrated services with the 
Internet model with easy interface and role-based authorization to the defense users by virtual 
information environment in a singular network 
• To present integrated capabilities to the users with systems of systems approach in tactical 
level 
• To provide common situational awareness from tactical to strategic level 

• To use tools which support and facilitate real time continuous coordination and collaboration 

• Integration of intelligence sources and systems in order to provide the users with easy 
access to the entire system
• To provide common command and control capability and the tools 

• To introduce capabilities of the future soldier 

One or more of the capability areas should be chosen as the focus area and the rest should be put in order in 
the master plan. The master plan should be traceable and the necessary actions should be written in order to 
reach the strategic objectives. 

The main goal in the medium term is the structural architecture. Operational reference architecture and 
technical architecture should be worked attentively. By the help of the operational reference architecture which 
classifies the services, the compatibility of the systems may be defined in details. It is obvious that the current 
technical specifications include some requirements for the compatibility, however via a well-established 
operational architecture, these compatibility requirements would be put forward in a more scientific manner. 
The technical architecture would be the technical infrastructure regulating the interoperability of the systems. 
The technical architecture should be handled by standards of software and communication infrastructures. 

The other strategic objective in the medium term is the evaluation of the compatibility. The process should be 
obligatory and be applied for all procurement projects. In the beginning, a set of criteria should be defined 
through the minimum standards and functionality areas. The procurement should be performed after the 
approval of the compatibility. 

In the long term, the programs and projects should be started starting with R&D projects.Then the previously 
planned programs and projects should be effectuated. The implementation of the architecture and utilization in 
country-wide (transfusion-) would be called as the long term objectives. 
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DIFFICULTIES

¡ Forming common understanding of NEC concept.
¡ High costs of NEC infrastructure should be considered
¡ SOA should not be considered as the key answer for each and 

every problem. 
¡ The communication problems in tactical level should be taken 

into account. 
¡ National technologies should be prefered.
¡ Customization of acqusition and development processes to

take into account compatibility with NEC is difficult.
¡ The architecture of the system of the systems is very hard to 

realize. 
¡ “Human dimension” should be considered wisely. 
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The main difficulties that Turkey may face during the development of the NEC are not so different 
than the other countries or NATO. 
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TOWARDS NEC

¡ Sharing of this feasibility report with the stakeholders regarding 
to the security classifications

¡ Founding “NEC Coordination Office”s both in the Buyer and the 
procurement agency in order to make compatibility evaluations

¡ Organizing trainings and common meetings/workshops for the 
common awareness

¡ Carring out regulations “NEC Collective Initiative Group” in an 
official level by the necessary regulations
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The beginning steps for the development of the NEC in defense in Turkey had been presented in 
the NEC Feasibility Study Report. The first one would be the sharing of this feasibility report with the 
stakeholders regarding to the security classifications. The second may be an organizational effort. 
There may be founded “NEC Coordination Office”s both in the Buyer and the procurement agency 
in order to make compatibility evaluations. The regular trainings and common meetings/workshops 
should be organized for the common awareness. Finally, NEC Collective Initiative Group which is a 
platform founded by SSM, General Staff and members of local defense companies in Turkey, 
should be carried out in an official level by the necessary regulations. In addition, national 
awareness level should be compensated through the stakeholders. 

NEC development activities should be supported in every phase by the high level managers and the 
decision makers. Understanding and generalization of the national NEC concept should be provided 
and the human dimension should be considered wisely. It is evaluated that NEC Feasibility Study 
Report will be an important referance for the national understanding and strategy. 
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